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The National Fenestration Rating Council in the United States and the Canadian Standards Association in
Canada have developed standards for rating the performance of windows. The procedures are two of the
first to combine testing and simulation methods. are being written into state and federal building
codes, and provide a foundation for utility incentive programs promoting windows.
These programs and new glazing and framing technologies have been catalysts in the rapidly changing
window industry. Given this high rate of change, product integrity needs to be maintained with an
open environment for technology advancements.

Introduction

The overall thermal of windows is related to
the V-value and the solar heat of the
window. The V-value is a measure of the heat that goes

a window per unit area and
multiplying the V-value by the window area and the tem

difference between the inside and outside air
tenlpe,ravures') the total heat the window in
the direction of the lower is found~

COllTIputaltloln methods. These are
transition into state and federal

'll".Qo4"1rlni.~f"1 .."nC1 and utility incentive programs. in tum, is
causing the window to re-evaluate their prC)QUlcts
to ensure compliance with codes and "'1I ..,., JI , ....

for utility incentive programs.

Windows

Solar heat a window is either
the solar heat coefficient or the shading
coefficient (SC). The SHGC equals the solar transmittance
of the window plus the fraction of energy that is absorbed
in the glass and flows and is always a value
between 0.0 and 1.0. The total solar heat through a
window the SHGC multiplied the incident solar
radiation. The SC is the SHGC divided by the SHGC for
a pane of 3mm double The l..;>JLIl"-'l'_AJl.Jtp;.,

coefficient is being phased out.

This is another which came first 
the technology or the regulations? With the stress on
energy conservation in the low-E coatings pro
vided a major breakthrough for reducing window energy
losses. building energy efficiency standards
were being drafted. As both window technology and
federal and state building codes to
playoff of each other. Codes and technology have
nr()m'ot:e~(1 so much in the window that the
need for a uniform method for rating and

""""t-"lI<""-"L ...".l.Jl."'. The of tech-
and low materials into

window raised the actual
benefit from these new _....."".a.p;.,A.A.t.;>. Claims of R-I0 windows
(a V-value of 0.6 or 0.1 turned
heads and reinforced the cry for a uniform

and utilities have
their own methods for window energy ~t:Io~·i""~·Tn_

ance; window' manufacturers have relied on in-house
and universities and research

laboratories have research-level tools for
43nc::aI'U'71nn the thermal of windows. Over the
last few years, these have coordinated their
efforts to establish consensus proce-
dures for \\lindows. In 1991, the National Fenestration

Council in the United States adopted
NFRC 100-91 for window U-values. In the
same year, the Canadian Standards Association

standard A440.2 for determining window thermal

building
V-values of

The NFRC and CSA orc)CelC1Uloe are alike in that
the first for windows to both

The thermal of available window n~r'\rllllrot~

varies across the continent. In the
codes and programs are
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2.3 W/m2-oC (0.40 and less. In southern
of the United States, single-pane aluminum windows

with V-value around 6.0 W/m2_oC (1.0 Btu/hr-ft2_ 0 P)
dominate the markeL The best performing windows in
terms of solar heat gain depend on the building site,
orientation, and climate. Climate and cost-effectiveness
are important issues, and changes will continue to occur
throughout the country as building codes address these
issues.

With krypton, narrower gap widths can be used while
retaining good thermal performance.

Spacers can be broken into two metal and
insulated (or warm-edge). Aluminum spacers are the most
common, although they are being to compete
with the insulated spacers which low-
conductivity materials.

Frames are typically aluminum, or fiber-
glass. on the operator casement,
slider, etc.) and size, an aluminum-framed window with a
double-pane glazing system and a half-inch air space will
have difficulty meeting standards that V-values
less than 4.2 Thermal
breaks offer one and are into
aluminum frames to block the transfer of heat through the
frame and lower the overall V-values.

indo Rating

Windows with V-values less than 2~O

(0.35 combine low center-of-glass V-values
with vinyl or wood frames. The low center-of-glass
U-value can be achieved with a film between
two and argon There is a low-E coating
on one of the surfaces the gap but not

the low-E surface of the film.
cavities in and frames with
materials or the frame to suppress convection
and radiation in the cavities further reduces the
energy losses$ 1 U-values for
a window with different frame and
spacers.

Window Rating g Building Codes c

and Utility Incentive Programs

has gone from.
'[nTime-naTle windows to windows with thin

low··

Window

Historically, window thermal performance was represented
by a glass-only V-value, and the frame and the spacer
separating the glass panes were neglected. Studies have
shown that the frame and spacers can have a significant
effect on the overall thermal performance of a window,
and have led to the characterization of windows as com-

units. Testing methods existed for measuring this
total and eventually simulation tools
were to calculate the total V-values. Validation
studies between and simulation results
COlltm.ue, and so far to well within 10% has
been found for all cases 1990; Klems and

insulated spacers, and
frames. For a window

with clear and a half-inch air gap has a center-of-
U-value of 3.0 sub-

stUt1.ltlLDg low-E coated for one of the clear
V-value of 2.0

is obtamed~ the air with
argon, the V-value is further reduced to 1~5

Low-E reflect energy back to where it came
from. There are hard and soft the hard is more
durable but is less effective at the heat
loss. The low-E are on and

films that are two glazing
Solar control have been to cut

of the solar energy while high
tecjlmc.lO~~les and tints in the glass

used to fine tune the system for low n-
and to control the solar

Y1IA'",rll_,..-", .....,,,.-.. OJr2aJn1ZaUC)n that was formed
from the window state and

federal energy offices, utilities, and research laboratories
in 1989. The goal of the NFRC is to uniform
procedures for rating the performance of windows.
adopted NFRC 100-91 for window U-values
in June, and are working on to address
solar heat gain, optical annual energy use,
infiltration, condensation, ultra-violet radiation
aeji~ra(latlOn, and durability.

argon has become standard in some
mr~lrn1l'.r\ln is being explored as an

and is not in
qrumtJltles, aJltl1()U2~h the has arolppe~ C()US:lC1elrabJly

The V-value describes the methods for
and simulation to determine window
V-values - one of the first to both

test include American
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windows. All windows have half-inch gaps. The spacers are metal or insulated
allAtmt,nuln-f,ranwa Wl1UlOWS. the spacer has a negligible effect on the overall window U-value, so the spacer is

D - window,· T Triple-pane window,· Arg - argon gas; en- low-E coating on the nth
surfaces from the outside in); At - aluminum; At wlTB aluminumfrarne with a thermal break,'

Fill - vinyl frame with foam-filled cavities.

of and Measurement standards
C 236 and C and the American Architectural Manu-
facturers Association standard 1503.1. The
NFRC test method the ASTM C 236 or ASTM
C 976 test methods under environmental condi-
tions. established standards or~~anlza1tloI1S

the NFRC was founded to uniform
aures for windows alone based on
calculational methods~

A manufacturer's are into __.... ..-lI .. " .....~

Hnes which consist of windows of the same type,
such as windows. a more detailed
rlao

1
r'"'l1"'1lI1l"'llhr\n see NFRC The V-values of aU win-

dows in a line are evaluated ttlrlou~~h cc:>mlDut~er

simulation. The simulated U-values of the low and high
n~~I"f'n·~ft"'!l·o:&n('~~ windows in each line are compared

with test results and must agree to within 10% of each
other. If the and simulation results do not agree to
within 10%, then the results are and re-tested
and/or re-simulatecL The computer programs used are the
most versions of the WINDOW

1988) and FRAME
programs. Only under

certain circumstances can all products be evaluated
alone.

The of the CSA was to develop a standard to allow
consumers to compare the energy performance of win
dows. The standard A440.2 specifies an

number that represents the total energy impact of the
window over the heating season. The ER equals the solar
heat minus heat and infiltration losses. The lower the
V-value and infiltration losses are, and the higher the
solar heat coefficient is, the the ER number is
and the "better" the window rates.

The CSA procedure the methods for obtaining
the V-value, and air leakage. Like the NFRC
procedure, it uses both simulation and test methods. The
VISION computer program (University of Waterloo 1989)
can be used. to find the SHGC and the U-value of the
glazing, and the FRAME program can be used to deter
mine frame U-values. VISION is comparable to the
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At the federal level in the United States, Senate bill
S.2166 - the National Energy Security Act - was passed in
February, 1992. The bill provides for, among other
things, technical and financial assistance from the
Department of Energy for the voluntary development of a
national window rating program under the NFRC. In the
House bill, the Comprehensive National Energy Policy
Act, H.R. 776, the provisions for windows are similar to
those in the Senate bilL Upon acceptance of both bills, the
House and Senate will combine the bills and submit a final
energy act to the President for his (Shafer
1992).

considerable interest from New York, and Florida will
adopt the NFRC procedure once the NFRC establishes a
solar heat gain procedure.

In Canada, the National Code requires at. least
double-glazed windows and aluminum
frames. A revision to the Ontario Building Code
would electrically-heated homes to use high-
n&Si1I"Tn1r""8"n'!lInt"·,:r. windows windows that qualify for the
Ontario Hydro Incentive Programs, see Section 5.3).
Manitoba and British Columbia are p18lDnln2

to the concept, but win use
different targets to reflect their climates. Work is also
lI'i1njrll~,#,"1tl~I" on a National Code, which will estab-

en(;~rg'v-ett1(~lerlCV gUlldeJlm~~s for the entire country.
code will be incorporated into the 1995 National

HUllduuz Code.

The High-Performance Window Program win end
December 1992. Windows win then have to compete
with all other energy conservation measures under the
same performance-based incentive programs. They will
also be required to carry an NFRC label after January 1,
1993. A 10% over the Title 24 energy
reQIUl1°en:leu'ts ~lll1 .... H... ~~It.<!'l a and it leaves the choice
of measures to the architect/builder.

Pacific Gas and Electric in Northern California
has a Window Program that rewards
windows for their incremental decrease in both U-value
and coefficient. The program goes beyond the
Title 24 Standards windows
with V-values below 3.7
and coefficients below 0.55. The greatest
electricity load reduction comes from installing
efficiency air conditioners, so these incentives apply only
to homes which use air conditioning with a seasonal
energy efficiency ratio than 10.

acceDtm2 window
re(lUlrt~d labels

WINDOW program. SHGC can be evaluated by either
computer simulation or testing the Queen's method

Air leakage is found tnrlDU~~J.1

The goal of the NFRC is to develop uniform window
rating procedures to be used throughout the country.
Presently, primarily states on the west coast have taken
steps towards adopting the NFRC V-value procedure into
their building codes. The California Energy Commission
(CEC) has contracted with the NFRC to develop a win
dow rating and labelling program for California. Com
pliance with California's revised Title 24 Residential

Efficiency Standards (voluntary com-
pliance as of July 1, 1992; compliance on

1, windows to have a U-value no
than 3.4 to 4.3 (0.60 to 0.75 Btu/hr-

detJen{tu:u! on the climate zone. Window V-values
can be determined the NFRC U-value procedure or
taken from a default table. Wood and windows are

to have certification and labels 1,
aluminum windows can assume the default table

values until 1, 1993,

to ASTM C 976 and
was As of 1,

windows to the NFRC

NFRC proceOl11re.
vide for different n"'l1"'t:l'C't'~"1nt1'il&Si

With the n1ll"'4l:3bC't''ll''1nt'I''t1A

range from 2.3 to 3.4
Oel)en,OlIU! on the climate. With the 1l"!I.:Il.lIl"*,_'~'t1Il'""'.:Il. al)"pr~)acJn~

the window U-value may go as
The commercial codes are

on a different revision but the intent is to have
commercial rated and certified to the NFRC

Other states \vhich have the NFRC rating
in their codes include Alaska, Idaho, and

Minnesota. As of 1, Alaska accepted
windows tested and rated to either AAMA 1503.1 or
NFRC 100-91. Idaho win NFRC certified
rated as of 1994. There is

6" 208 Reilly and C;BIDfJr.,ter



Bonneville Power Administration is implementing a Super
Window Demonstration Project for electrically-heated
homes. They are replacing the windows in 100 homes
with windows having U-values below 1.1 W/m2-oC
(0.2 Btu/hr-rt2-0P). They will monitor some of the homes
before and after the windows have been installed.
Windows qualifying for the project must be rated using
the NFRC 100-91 procedure.

In Canada, Ontario Hydro offers $5.00 per square foot for
high-performance windows installed in electrically heated
homes. The $10 million program began in June, 1991,
and will run for at least three years. New construction and
retrofit for detached, semi-detached, low-rise multi-unit
housing can apply for the rebate. The program specifies
minimum ER numbers for windows and the windows must
be evaluated using CSA A440.2. As of April, 1992, over
1000 products qualified. Generally speaking, the qualify
ing products have low-E coatings, argon gas fill, an
insulating spacer, and an improved frame representative of
a window U-value of 2.0 W/m2-oC (0.35 Btu/hr-ft2-OF).

Ontario Hydro paid more ~han $1,200,000 over the first
1 1/2 years of the program.

The Future

U-value does not take precedence over all
other window performance for now it is

the easiest to quantify. In combining V -value,
solar heat gain, and infiltration into an annual energy use
number may be the most logical approach to comparing
window energy use; however, it is the most difficult
especially given the climate variations and building stock
across the United States. In the meantime, understanding
these factors in relation to one another is crucial to both
the selection of windows and developmenL

control is another crucial in terms
of results but in and

Selling a low V-value product that maintains
that level of performance for five years should not be

the structural capabilities of
materials to their limit to achieve a low V-value and lower
costs at the expense of life serves only to
undermine the market for energy-efficient windows.

After the difficulties with establishing an
annual energy use we look to the CSA's window

in Canada. The CSA was already established
and did not face the same barriers or competition as
NFRC does as a new entity in the standards industry. The
Canadian ER number relates specifically to the heating
season, and captures the impact of V-value, solar heat
gain, and infiltration on energy performance.

Some argue that because the ER number does not account
for the building or surface orientation that the relative
ranking among products is not an indication of the best
window for an applications. This raises issues concerning
the use of energy rating indices and their influence on
product development and selection, and their relationship
to thermal and visual comfort. These issues need to be
addressed adequately before establishing total performance
numbers so that the market does not exclude new technol
ogy that alters the way we do windows.

Conclusions

The NFRC andCSA window rating procedures provide
accurate and less expensive alternatives for judging
product performance, and a means to educate people as to
product performance and design concerns. The rating
methods also eliminate some of the problems with mis
representation of product performance. Coupling the rat
ing procedures with building codes and utility incentive
programs promotes higher performance products, and
ensures a higher level of accountability.
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